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Abstract: 
As a result of previous authors' research work and consulting experience, this 
paper presents some key aspects, specific to the relatively inexperienced 
management of the firms active in tourism and hospitality industry from emergent 
economies - such as that of Romania or Malaysia - and whether they are from 
small and medium size, or they are from recently privatized companies. Based on 
real cases, the sales elasticity curve is analyzed and a quantitative model is 
developed. In the domain of unit price - sales, the "Value Hysteresis" phenomenon 
is identified and defined. Non-linear dependence is identified as well, specific to 
the unbalanced markets (as far as supply-demand ratio) and extreme values of the 
elasticity coefficient are presented (such as E = 0 and E -+ - 8). Negative 
consequences of "automatic" marketing decisions based only on theoretical models 
are underlined - as their impact on clients' satisfaction and firm's profitability. 
Among the most important conclusions of the paper are: the key role of marketing 
information and research; importance of consumer loyalty; the growing role of 
the professional consulting services in management, mostly in tourism and 
hospitality industry from emerging economies. 
Keywords: Sales elasticity, elasticity coeficient, "value hysteresis", marketing 
decisions, price strategy, tourism and hospitality industry, emerging economies. 
INTRODUCTION 
Tourism can generally be considered as a highly competitive industry with limited 
price setting flexibility. Selling of tourism and hospitality products must be made 
at or below the established market price. This is particularly true in the context of 
developing countries that rely on tourism as a major growth factor where businesses 
are allowed to be established at dizzying speed despite the fluctuating and seasonal 
nature of tourists arrival. In Malaysia for example, tourism was officially declared 
as a major foreign exchange earner with the launching of the First Visit Malaysia 
Year in 1994 (see www.tourism.gov.my/news/details.asp?newsid=484). By 1995, 
there were already 1,220 hotels with the capacity of 73,373 rooms established all 
over the country. Although the rapid development was slowed down by the South 
East Asian financial crisis in 1998, new hotels continued to be established until 
today (see Table 7.1). 
Continued emergence of new product and service providers enhances the 
competitive environment of tourism businesses. In such a competitive context, a 
company that prices above its competitors will see a rapid drop in its sales. This 
shows that tourism businesses must always look at what the competitors are 
offering, and then price their own products and services competitively. 
Table 7.1: Trend on Hotels Dynamics in Malaysia for the Years 1995,2000 
and 2005 (Projection) 
Year Number of Number of Average length Occupancy rate Employment 
hotels* hotel rooms of stay (nights) of hotels (%) in hotel industry 
*Hotels with more than 10 rooms, excluding service apartments and condominiums. Source: Kasim 
(2003) 
SETTING THE RIGHT PRICE BETWEEN PROFITABILITY AND 
COMPETITIVENESS 
The analysis of the competitiveness of any given products - goods or services 
from tourism or hospitality industry - leads to the conclusion that two dimensions 
should be considered, at least (Scarlat, 1990): technical and economic aspects. 
If the technical side of competitiveness is more or less objective (as result of 
technical design and technology), the analysis of the economic dimension of the 
product competitiveness, which is basically determined by the unit price, brings 
into discussion a crucial managerial problem: making tlze right decision between 
competitiveness and profitability (Scarlat, 1999). This means it is important to 
find the optimal unit price which is higher than the unit cost (c)  but lower than the 
maximum market unit price (p,), so that the company can maximize its total profit. 
This is not only a "theory issue" but also a complex decision making process, 
based on the manager's science, experience, even art and talent! 
Any basic business textbook will explain that profit depends on the unitprice (p).  
This is true for both unit profit (g )  and total profit (G): 
where q is the amount of the products sold. 
The profit depends on the unit price not only directly - (1) and (2) - ut indirectly, 
too, because: 
(i) the amount of products sold depends on the unit price (so-called sales 
elasticity) and 
(ii) the unit cost itself depends on the amount sold. 
Actually, 
G(P) = 9@)@ - c(q@))) 
Because the unit price is an extremely sensitive element of the marketing mix and 
strategy, the marketing manager's top talent is - in a given market - to determine 
this right price, which maximizes the profit (Scarlat: 2004b; 2005). The right 
pricing (i.e. the price that clients consider as fair, too) should be the result of 
analyzing two categories of contradictory aspects (Scarlat: 1990; 1999): 
- On one side, a high unit price means high unit profit but it influences 
negatively the economic competitiveness of that specific product; ultimately, 
the total profit tends to zero because the amount of products sold tends to 
zero: 
- On the other side, a low unit price makes the product highly competitive 
but it makes the unit profit to decrease! Ultimately, the total profit is zero 
when the unit price equals the unit cost: 
As the total profit is positive - between the above limits - it is expected an optimum 
value for the unit price, which corresponds to a maximum total profit value. 
The optimum values can be calculated (Scarlat, 2004a): 
1 Gmm = G(Popl) = - - (ac +b)2 2 0 
4a 
where a and b are the parameters of the elasticity curve, parameters that depend 
on the elasticity of the given product - as the elasticity curve is assumed to be 
linear (or linear between certain limits): 
The existence conditions are not only pop, > 0 but also: 
Note that always g(c) = 0. 
The major conclusion is that the product competitiveness and profitability are 
contradicting to each other only apparently. There is an optimum price, which 
represents the best conciliation between competitiveness and profitability (profit 
maximization). 
The product competitiveness is influenced by other factors, as well. The other 
components of the marketing mix (other than product and price) include commercial 
policies in force in different economic unions or commercial zones; contractual 
provisions as the product delivery terms or payment conditions and even the 
currency used. The company management would set the price based not only on 
the optimum considerations presented but also other strategic elements (see, for 
example, Kotler { 1993): Chapter 19. Designingpricing strategies and programs). 
In tourism, these strategic elements may include unique product attributes including 
the location and surrounding topography of a tourism business particularly hotel, 
facilities and services offered, the degree of relationship marketing and customer 
orientation of the business, as well as real and perceived differences in the quality 
of products and services offered. 
It is worth to underline that the above conclusion is valid as long as the elasticity 
curve is linear. In numerous situations the curve q ( p )  is not linear - as practice 
demonstrates; the global model of profit maximization (3) will change accordingly 
and the optimum values should be calculated in different manner. 
This study reveals non-linear variation (Scarlat, 1993) and "value hysteresis" 
phenomenon (Scarlat, 2004a; Dumitrache, Scarlat, 2003) sustained by real cases 
from emerging economies of Romania and Malaysia. 
SALES ELASTICITY: SUPPLY AND DEMAND BALANCED 
According to the classical model, when supply and demand are balanced, the sales 
curve decreases linearly: the amount of products sold decreases as the unit price 
increases and vice versa. Consequently, an "elasticity coefficient" is defined as 
follows: 
and its values are negative (E < 0). 
According to E values, the products - either goods or services - are ranked and 
divided into two categories: 
Products with high elasticity (]El >> 0). Usually, this category includes luxury 
products. 
Products with low elasticity (IE( 2 0). Most of the necessary goods and 
services are included in this category. 
Based on the E values for a specific product, one can make prognosis on the 
expected sales for a given unit price or, dually, estimate the unit price in order to 
sell a given amount of that product. 
The elasticity case is specific to balanced economies - from that standpoint of 
supply and demand ratio. In this zone, the global optirnisation model (3) applies 
as well. 
SALES INELASTICITY: SUPPLY AND DEMAND UNBALANCED 
The practice shows that the linearity zone (marked " E  in Exhibit 1) is limited by 
non-linearity zones, where the elasticity E - 0 (Scarlat, 1993): 
Saturation zone (marked "S" in Exhibit 1) - where, because of the market 
saturation (supply >>demand), the amount of the products sold (the volume) 
does not increase anymore; even the unit price might decrease toward the 
unit cost limit. An indication of market saturation may be observed in 
economies that overbuilt their tourism infrastructure such as hotels without 
due consideration on the demand side. 
Example 1 
In the pursuit of rapid growth and development, hotel glut (more hotels than there 
are tourists) has become a real problem even in Malaysia since the 1980s (see 
Hong, 1985) The underlying reason for this problem was the unchecked 
overbuilding of hotels due to completion of new hotels and expansion by existing 
hotel and the lower-than-expected tourists arrivals (The Stac1999). This led to 
intense competition among hotels (as well as service apartments and condotels) 
particularly during the economic crises as the number of hotel rooms far outstripped 
Table 7.2: Performance of Malaysian Hotels between 1988-1998 
Year Room % No. of hotel guests % Tourists % 
inventory year on (in millions) year on arrivals year on 
year Domestic Foreign Total year year 
1988 40,760 3.66 2.46 6.12 3.62 
1989 43,149 5.9 4.39 3.46 7.85 28.2 4.85 34.0 
1990 45,032 4.4 5.21 4.17 9.38 19.6 7.45 53.6 
1991 49,874 10.8 5.30 4.70 10.00 6.6 5.85 21.5 
1992 55,866 12.0 4.93 5.46 10.38 3.8 6.02 2.9 
1993 61,005 9.2 5.92 5.96 11.87 14.4 6.50 8.0 
1994 65,907 8.0 6.96 6.56 13.52 13.8 7.20 10.8 
1995 76,373 15.9 7.12 6.96 14.08 4.1 7.47 3.7 
1996 85,514 12.0 9.31 7.74 17.05 21.1 7.14 4.4 
1997 98,440 15.1 11.11 8.85 19.96 17.1 6.21 13.0 
1998 109,413 8.1 9.69 10.11 19.80 0.8 5.60 9.8 
Source: Malaysian Tourism Promotion Board in The Star, 1999. 
guest patronage, leading to the downward spiral of the average occupancy rate 
(AOR) and average room rate (ARR). Table 7.2 shows that although tourist arrival 
fluctuates through the years of 1988 to 1999 to demonstrate that as rooms' 
availability keeps increasing steadily, an imbalance of supply and demand will be 
created. 
Example 2 
Romanian travel agencies compete today (2005 summer season) on a saturated 
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Exhibit 1. Variation of the elasticity coefficient: elasticity and unelasticity zones 
(Examples 1 ,  2 and 3) 
c = unit cost 
pS= saturation price 
p ~ =  excessive price 
qs= saturation amount 
qn= necessary amount 
S = Saturation zone (E = 0) 
E = Elasticity zone (E < 0) 
X = Excessive price and necessary amount zone (E = 0) 
seaside resorts) at lower and lowerprices (Exhibit 1, S zone). These prices tend to 
become even lower than similar packages on the Romanian seaside resorts! The 
explanation resides in much stronger competition on foreign markets (TurkisW 
Greek resorts). 
The excessive price zone (marked with letter "X" in Exhibit 1) - where, the 
minimum necessary level of consumption (4,) is reached (demand >> 
supply), and the volume of the products sold is constant, in spite of a greater 
and greater unit price. This situation corresponds to economies dominated 
by scarcity (supply lower than demand) - as Romanian economy in '80s 
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Exhibit 2. Variation oftlie elasticity coefzcient 
and "maximum limit-price "(Example 4) 
c = unit cost 
ps = saturation price 
p~ = excessive price 
pM = maximum limit-price 
q s  = saturation amount 
q. = necessary amount 
S = Saturation zone (E = 0) 
E = Elasticity zone (E < 0) 
X = Excessive price and necessary amount zone (E = 0 )  
Example 5 
In late '90s, in a specific Bucharest district, the young but relatively educated 
manager of a mid-sized bakery was successfully running his business. The main 
reasons: good quality of theproducts, pretty new technology, modem management 
methods, low competition and high demand in the neighborhood. During those 
times of relatively high inflation, the prices were constantly increasing ( X  zone of 
the diagram). At a certain moment, the businessman decided to increase the price 
(more than was reasonably normal!) As expected result (like in Example 4) the 
customers got angry and looked for diflerent shops. At this moment, the manager 
quickly realized his mistake and decided to set the price back, waiting for his 
customers to come back. But ... surprise! The sales were only slowly increasing 
(Exhibit 3). The explanation was found during the consulting sessions, when both 
consultant and client have analyzed the case: good managers learn from their 
mistakes! The price paid: the profit loss. 
This phenomenon is called "value hysteresis" (Scarlat, 2004a). 
Main conclusion: When setting the price within X zone, it is attractive to increase 
the price (which leads to increased profits) but dangerous (over the threshold p,): 
irreversible loss is produced. The simple-shaded area (Exhibit 3) represents loss 
for the company (volume x unit price = loss value). 
THE S-MINUS CASE 
When the unit price lowers under certain minimum limit-price (p,) the amount 
sold suddenly highs (E + 8) because - following to the very low price but still 
superior to the cost - our product substitutes others andlor more clients are attracted 
from the competition. 
Example 6 
It is well known to Romanians that in mid '90s the bread happened to be sold very 
cheap; almost cheaper than the wheat itself! This happened because of the 
government subsidies. As result, the bread sales increased tremendously, more 
than it was necessary for human feeding - around saturation zone (Exhibit 4). 
Important bread amounts were bought by farmers to feed their livestock: it was 
cheaper to buy bread instead of wheat or other cereals . . . 
The bottom line:fifinally, the government made the right decision - to eliminate the 
subsidies. Howevec some effects remained: value hysteresis is one of them ... 
Example 7 
Similar example can also be found in Malaysia (see Kasim, 2003). Fierce 
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Exhibit 3. Variation of the elasticily coeflcient 
and "value hys~eresis"phenomenon in Xzone (Exa~nple 5) 
c = unit cost 
ps = saturation price 
p~ = excessive price 
phi = maximum limit-price 
qs= saturation amount 
q, = necessary amount 
S = Saturation zone (E = 0) 
E = Elasticity zone (E < 0) 
X = Excessive price and necessary amount zone (E = 0) 
hotels in terms of affordability and room price. Hotels compete to offer 'special 
rates'and discount (as low as 30percent off the original rack rate). In one case a 
hotel that offers an all suite accommodation priced at higher than RM7001 a 
room, offered a massive discount of almost 70 percent off the original price to off 
set the low occupancy rate. Such pricing strategy attracts more and more tourists 
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Exhibit 4. Variation of the elasticity coeflcient 
and "value hysteresis "phenomenon in S zone (Examples 6 and 7) 
c = unit cost 
p, = minimum limit-price 
ps = saturation price 
p~ = excessive price 
qs = saturation amount 
q. = necessary amount 
S = Saturation zone (E = 0) 
E = Elasticity zone (E < 0) 
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A similar "value hysteresis" phenomenon happens, as in previous cases. Instead 
of reporting loss when returns to X zone, in this case company reports extra-profit 
when returns to S zone (because of the clients' loyalty). Major conclusion: When 
a company is forced to be active in saturation zone S, it is challenging because - in 
spite of the tough competition, which squeezes the profit - the threshold pm might 
be surpassed and extra-profit reported. The double-shaded area (Exhibit 4) measures 
the supplementary profit made by the company involved in such business. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has focused on the issue of pricing in a competitive environment. It 
highlights several non-linear variations of price elasticity curve and 'value 
hysteresis' phenomenon sustained by real cases from Romania and Malaysia. 
Several conclusions are made. 
The classical model of sales elasticity is applicable only within its linearity 
limits (E zone). 
In numerous situations the curve q(p) is not linear - as practice demonstrates. In 
general, on larger price range, the q(p) curve is non-linear, S-shaped. 
The classical model of sales elasticity can be extended toward both low and 
high unit prices: the extreme zones are cases of unbalanced supply-demand 
ratio. Both saturation (S) and necessity (X) zones correspond to sales rigidity 
(E  -0). 
The extension of the elasticity model over saturation and necessity zones reveals 
cases of "value hysteresis" (cases X-plus and S-minus). They are associated with 
extra - loss or profit, respectively. The elasticity coefficient is not finite ( E  -+ 8). 
When setting the price within X zone, it is attractive for a company to increase the 
price (which leads to increased profits) but dangerous (over the threshold p,): 
irreversible loss might be produced. When a company is forced to be active in 
saturation zone S, it is challenging because - in spite of the tough competition, 
which squeezes the profit - the threshold pm might be surpassed and extra-profit 
reported. 
The "value hysteresis" phenomenon emphasizes the importance of consumer 
loyalty. 
Cultivating the consumers' loyalty is the best way to increase the company's market 
share! This is the reason why companies spend billions on advertising each year 
to convince consumer that visibly similar products do in fact possess important 
differences. Consumer perceptions are important because they essentially define 
competition. 
The product competitiveness and profitability are contradicting to each other only 
apparently. In non-linear situations, the global model of profit maximization (3) 
will change accordingly and the optimum values should be calculated in different 
manner as there is an optimum price, which represents the best conciliation between 
competitiveness and profitability. Using relatively easy-to-find but reliable 
marketing information and research (Scarlat, 2001), one might calculate this optimal 
unit price to help maximize the total profit for a given product. 
Nonetheless, it needs to be emphasized that refined optimization models should 
be combined with experience and talent. A company management need to set the 
price based not only on the optimum considerations presented but also other 
strategic, tactical or current policy elements (such as discount policy) based on the 
organizational objectives. The Romanian and Malaysian emerging economies offer 
not only business opportunities but also lessons to be learnt. 
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